Installation Instructions for RWS Series - Shrub Root Watering System
For new or relocated shrubs:

Single Shrub

For existing shrubs:

Installation Steps:

Installation Steps:

1. Install Shrub RWS units, per drawing. The
number of RWS units will vary depending
on the size, type and watering requirements of the shrub (1- 2 RWS units are
recommended per shrub). For planting a
row of shrubs, plant per drawing.

1. Core out holes to 10" depth.
2. Position units evenly spaced, per drawing. The
number of RWS units will vary depending on
the size, type and watering requirements of the
shrub (1- 2 RWS units are recommended per
shrub). For planting a row of shrubs, plant
per drawing.

2. Place units vertically with top even with
ground surface. The RWS-S series
requires a 10" hole depth.

3. Place units vertically with top even with ground
surface. The RWS-S series requires a 10"
hole depth.

3. For the RWS-SG, add irrigation components if desired.
4. For models with the pre-installed hardware, connect the 1⁄ 2" barb fitting to the
lateral line.

Space units evenly as shown.

5. For models with the pre-installed hardware,
connect the 1⁄ 2" barb fitting to the lateral line.
6. Fill area surrounding unit with soil.

Row of Shrubs

Position units evenly
spaced as shown.

Part No. 175032

Install product with
top even with
ground surface

4. For the RWS-SG, add irrigation components
if desired.

5. Fill area surrounding unit with soil.
6. Follow planting guidelines for specific
shrub species, and for local conditions.

Single Shrub

7. Follow planting guidelines for specific shrub
species, and for local conditions.
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